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А Ь a t г а е t

l&utiple production of badrona at high energies la consi-

dered la the framework of the approach baaed on a picture of

foreiatloa and eubeequent fission of the quark-gluon etriage,

eoxreapoadlag. to the Poaeron with O(p (O) > 1 . The typological

( ffie) «^expansion and the colour»tube model la used, Inclusive

eroea-sections are expressed in terms of the structure functions

and fragmentation functions of quarks and their limiting values

are in an agreement with the results of the reggeon theory. It

is pointed out that an account of rapidity fluctuations of the

ends of the quark-gluon strings, connected to valence or sea

quarks, allows one to explain a number of characteristic features

of the multiple production of hadrons. In particular the model,

which takes into account aultipomeron configurations, reproduces

the experimentally observed rise of inclusive spectra in a cent-

ral region and well describee both rapidity and multiplicity

distributions of charged particles up to energies of the 3PS-

collider. It is shown that in this approach the KBO-scaling is

only approximately satisfied and the pattern of its' violation at

energies \fT •**• Ю-* GeV is predicted. Inclusive spectra are

investigated in the whole region 0 * X £ 1 end it is shown that

in the fragmentation region ( X $ь 0.1) Реупшап scaling is

violated only logarithmically and deviations from it are very

mail at V T £ 103 • 104 Ge7.

Иисштут теорегичаско* * «юмртемтмыюВ физики, 1983



1. Iatroduotloa

The quark-gluon theory of strong interactions, based on the

V# -expansion of the quantum chromodynamics С 1,2] and the

string model [ 3-7] , allows one to study hadronlc interactions

at large distancee ( ~ V/4 ), Лаге the perturbation theory of

the QCC is not applicable.

In the framework of this approach the diagrams of the topo-

logical { V/^, ) expansion are put in correspondence to a de-

finite space-time picture of the hadronic interaction, formation

and decay of quark-gluon strings £8-1il.The model provides a link

between hadronic production in soft and hard processes /10/ and

leads to many relations moons masses of different hadrons £ ю ] ,

total cross sections and residues of Regge poles in binary re-

actions h i ] , partial widths of bosonic resonances [ti] , which

are in a very good agreement with experimental data* Analogous

methods have been used for description of some characteristics

of multiparticle processes in refs> [7,12-171 •

In this paper we use the quark-gluon picture of the Pomeron

for a detailed study of the multiple production of hadrons with

small Ьц at high energies.

Inclusive cross sections are considered and it is shown

that they can be expressed in terms of the distribution func-

tions of the "dressed* quarks (ends of the strings) In colliding

hadrons and the fragmentation functions of such "quarks". An

analysis of the planar diagrams d o ] allows one to describe the

structure functions and the fragmentation functions of the

quarks in terms of the intercepts of the known mesonlc and ba-

ryonic Regge trajectories. It is shown that for Gc -*- 0 and
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X -*- 1 the model leads to the same expressions that the

reggeon diagram technique. At the same tine the quark-gluon

approach gives a possibility to calculate many free parameters

of the reggeon theory*

Both a single Poaeron exchange (cylinder £iagramm) and

n-Pomeron cuts, which are especially important in the used by

us theory of the supercritical Fomeron [ i e ] (<Xp{0)- i s Д ),

are taken into account. It i s shown that the rapidity fluctua-

tions of the ends of the quark-gluon strings lead to a rise of

inclusive epeetra in the central region 119] , which i s in an

agreement with experiment. She model, practically without free

parameters, gives a good description of the rapidity [19} and

multiplicity [20 l distributions of charged particles in a wide

energy region including new data of the SPS-collider at

\Tŝ  «• 540 GeV. It i s interesting that in the framework of this

approach the XHO-acaling i s only approximate and should be

appreciably violated at energies >/T~ 102 • 103 GeV. It l a

pointed out that the shape of the ИГО distribution <N>§L-

depends on the rapidity interval, where particles are registered

and the shape of this dependence i s obtained. The correlation

phenomena, closely connected to a presence of the n-pomeron

showers, are discussed.

Some results of this work have been published previously

119.201 .

2. Quark-gluon picture of the Pomeron strings

In the framework of the approach, based on the fff -

expansion ( Nt i s a number of flavours), the Pomeranchuk pole
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ie described by the diagrams of the cylinder type - fig.Ka),

and secondary reggeona ( f , f , U) , А
г
 , К ,...) by the

planar diagrams *' - fig*1(b)* In the planar ease the annihi-

lation of valence quarks takes place and a configuration of

the colour-tube (q-q-atring) type is formed* White hadrons

(mainly Ж , f> , W ....-mesons) are produced in process of

decay (fission) of this string - fig.2. In process of inter-

action, which leads to the P-pole, a gluon exchange takes

place. Же a result of the colour-exchange the valence quarks

in different colliding hadrons (q in the one and q or qq in

the other) form a unite configuration and thus become connect-

ed by two quark-gluon strings. These strings transform later

into showers (jets) of hedrona. Each of the two chains of

hadrons, corresponding to the discontinuity of the cylinder

diagram (fig*3) is assumed to have the same properties as in

the planar case (fig.2). We will call in the following the

system of hadrons, produced in the decay of two strings cor-

responding to Pomeron - the pomeron shower or the pomeron jet.

The parameters of the Pomeranchuk trajectory oCp(O) and

o£p(0) are determined by the dynamics of the quark-gluon

interaction, I.e. by the summary contribution of all the dia-

grams (with different number of gluon and quark lines on the

surface of the cylinder} in fig.1(а). This problem is not

solved theoretically now, ao we choose the parameters of the

Pomeron using a phenomenological analysis of experimental date

carried out in refa. [18,21] which gives Д ~ 0.07,

^ = 0.25 {GeV/c)~
2
.

m}
 J. surface of the cylinder in flg*1(a) and of the plane
between the lines of the valence quarks in fig.1(b) is
supposed to be covered by a net of gluon lines and quark
loops*
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It i s well known that in the high energy hadronic col-

lisions more complicated diagrams with exchange of several Po-

me rons in the t-channel, - n-Pomeron cuts play an important

role. An account of these diagrams i s especially essential in

the case of the supercritical Pomeron with Д > 0 [181 , be-

cause a contribution of the Pomeron to the total cross section

increases with energy as (£- \ = £ ( ^ = 1ц ~72 ) , and

contributions of the Pomeron cuts increase faster ->- 6 •

Discontinuities of the. diagrams, corresponding to the re-

scatterings (n-Pomeron cuts), lead in particular to simulta-

neous production of n-Pomeron Jets. These Jets are due to the

decay of pairs of strings, corresponding3 to each "cutted" Po-

meron. Multiporaeron diagrams are of higher order in the para-

meter fff and arise, as can be seen from fig.4, due to ad-

ditional colour objects - qq-sea-pairs and gluons, which exist

inside the colliding hadrons besides valence quarks.

3. Сгозэ sections ffjx. of the n-Poineron jet production

The processes of production of the n-Pomeron jets are

described by the diagrams with n cutted Pomerons and an arbit-

rary number of extra Pomeron exchanges. Рог example the term

with n=»1 corresponds not only to the diagram of fig.3. but also

to the diagrams of fig.5 with any number of P-polea. Abromovsky,

Gribov, Kanchcli (AGK) cutting rules i22] allows one to calcu-

late 6"л , i f the contribution of reacatteringa to the for-

ward elastic scattering amplitude i s known. The cross sections

6^ have ал especially simple form in the ao-called "quaaiei-

konal" approximation (which givee a good description (21) of

the experimental data on О and ^Jt ^* ** * 1 а з
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shown T>y one of the authors f231 that in this case

ZC fa о ?
where 2 =• тгг— .1 p *- i s a parameter, which determines

a relative magnitude of the successive rescatterings, CL=<

F = In |r , 5
O
 e 1 GeV

2
.

•ГЬз parameters fC, - Q*(&)-Qz^) and K. = " t •" *•<> characte-

rize the Pomeron residue; С = i + g^SIf . where СГ ' i s

the cross section of the diffraction dissociation. In the qu&si-

eikonal modal both elastic rescatterongs and diffractive excita-

tions of hadronic states with not very large masses (II £ 2*3GeV)

are approximately taken into account. Analysis of the data on

б' and jj^jr gives Г21] the following values of the

parameters for pp(pp)-scattering

X * 3.64 (GeV/c)-2, Яг ш 3.56 (GeV/c)"2, С = 1.5
^ (2)

- i = 0.07 i 0.03 , Ofp » 0.25 - 0.1 <Ge?/c)~2

The cross section 6« of the diffractive processes,» ef

the elastic scattering and the diffraction dissociation, In the

quasieikonal model is written in the fora [ 23]

00 „ y-i

(3)

The total interaction cross section of colliding hadrone

is a sum of the partial cross sections 6 ^ for the production



of n Poaaxon

»»«o *
„ (4)

For £~*о© , when 2 » 1 and f r i ) — & ^ - .
JQ - 0*577 i s the Bul«r constant, the total interaction cross

•action iseieaaea ae f* : &™<V^ &(*&*#]&

t i . e . he, a Troissart type bahavioar.

bat us note that in eqs.(1),(3).(4) only "nonenhanced*

graphs of the raggeon theory are taken into account. Beglect ot

the "enhanced" dlegraas, of the type shown in fig. 6, is connect-

ed to a saallneae of the triple and four-Poaeron vertices (24I .

Possible manifestations of these diagrams will be considered

below.

4. Ifaltlsle production of, hadrona in the Poneron jets

The croa» section of the inclueiTe hadronic production

d& and tne uultlplieity distribution 6"(N, I) can be

written analogously to the total cross section (4) as sums over

tne processes of hadronic production for n-Poaeron jete

<5)

oo
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In eqa. (5), (6) the texa with n»0 corresponds to the diffraction

dleaoeiatlon and O
0
 should be subetltuted by O

0
 ~ - c ~ t )

o
 .

Ine functions У а С ? , ^ ) - " ^ ^ and W
a
(W,/V

H
) denote the

rapidity sad multiplicity distributions of hadrons produced in

the n-Poaexon jet and the mean multiplicity of hadrons in the

jat Na(f) ia written as an Integral over the density of

particles in the jet У
п
(

~imax '

She <jcarS~gluon picture of the many-particle prodnetlen desczlb-

ed азоте allows one to calculate a l l thee* dlstributioxis» i f

they are kai«n for the decay of a single string»

fbs mtltiplleity of hadrons fer the огдо-Втегоя jet

ehoold be «lose to th« Poiseoc

because i s the decay x»f each of the strings» walch. fora this jet

(flg.3)» only snort X«DS» correlations (maimу due to produc-

tion of resosaisoss f , W , j , . . . ) are Isportast. fhese eor-

relatisas can be approximately taken into aceotmt aesonlng that

the distribution (8) i s valid not for a l l the chargwd partioles

N~ tfj, , but for pair* of particles ( **JT , K*K~ , pp~.)»

or for the number of produced particles H = AL of the ваше

alga» In pp(pp) iateraction H^ a - ^ " — ,

If the Poleson. dlstrlbation (8) i s tree for the decay of

one string then i t i s also Talid for hadrom, produced in the

jet (for 2»>strines decay)



where N n and V(N,Nn) are determined by eqs.(7),(8).

The distributions ^n(f,^) end the quantities 4 , depend

on the way how the energy of init ial hadrons i s distributed

among n-jets (2n-quark-gluon strings)с We will consider two

simple versions of these distributions*

1. Equal energy distribution among Jets. In this case the

mB-nщщ momentum of a hadron in each of the n-Pomeron jets i s

Jk =. -~2- and the role of the Peysman variable x~ 4j

will be played by the quantity Xn.= rtX . The rapidities of

hadrons, produced in the n-th jet are limited by an interval

^ y ™ x = &i]fe x . Functions if*(?.y) and Nn in this

case are simply connected to the distribution Jj for a single

Poaeron jet

do)

where ? a

: = f " 2 ^ l - r t and *fn - 0 for П.1Х] > i .

Here for simplicity of the discussion we do not take into ac-

count difference in types of valence quarks in the colliding

hadrons (and difference between quarks, diquarka and sea-quarks).

More accurate formulae for Уп (?>У) * «*4ch take this into

account are given at the end of the next section of the paper.

le have also considered a modification of this version of

energy distribution by expressing *&*.(%<$) l n terns of the

joint distribution fin.(Zi,Zi, , хгл ) of the ends of the

string*, which obey the rnergy-momentun conservation law, ~



У2 Xt = t and behave at I L -* О as XL in ac-

eordanee with our choice of the nonenhaneed. diagrams of fie» 4,5.

She calculation shows that inclusive distributions in this case

are very close to the simplest version (10).

2. Subsequent emissioa of Jets by leading baryon. if or Ш

and. SH-interactioa) and meson statej (as in fig. 4). Under an

eoissica of each Pomeron jet the leading particles (elasters)

lose зош; fraction of their energy X, . As a result the momen-

tum of the leading claster after emission of к jets i s equal to

rapidities of hadrons produced in the n-th jet can тагу i s the

interval ! ̂  i £ ^ ̂  = 6i •^'^>"3:*) . She functions <&,. can

be represented in the fora

In, the frsnenork of tb« quark-parton picture of Pomeron

jets discussed above.it i s natural also to consider some modi-

fication of this version of energy distribution, «here the frac-

tion of the in i t ia l momentum of the darter X̂  i s used for

production of ea»;fi extra qq-pair which foras the ends of strings.

Wfef «*11 яее in the following that al l the above mentioned

versions of the energy distribution among the Pomeron jets lead

to sia&Ler results for most of the characteristics of the multi-

ple production of hadrons*

Let os note that the energy distributions considered by us

differ from the one, proposed in refs.[12,17] , where stronger

fluctuations of the ends of extra chains, connected to "sea
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quarks" have been introduced. It should be however emphasized

that the terms ~ %ц 1» the distributions Р
а
„(*4,.-., *

1 л
)

for "sea" chains Ii2,1?] can arise only due to the enhanced

diagrams, which have not been taken into account both in oar

model and in the model» used is refs. f 12,17) . So it is Belt-

consistent in the framework of this model to consider only the

energy distributions corresponding to the discontinuities of the

aonenbanced diagrams.

Sous the rapidity (or X ) and the multiplicity distribu-

tions of charged particles at high energies can be calculated

if the function fi(X,f) is known. It ie possible also to

calculate inclusive spectra for a given multiplicity of charged

particles V

* -

dX the multiplicity distributions for a given interval of rapi-

dities д у - jf* ̂  у <

Псе

where N „ — I **n

5» Inclusive distribution of hadrons in a aimfte

Poneron jet

In this section we will obtain the expressions for inclu-

sive spectra of particles, produced in a single Pbmeron jet

tf
4
 (f ,|f) * It Is determined by the spectra of particles from
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the decay of each of two strings

Let us denote by F (*&£,$>$*>) **& inclusive distribution

of ba&rons h , produced in process of breaking of the qq-

which has the ends with rapidities U t and ̂ z . Then

y can be expressed as the convolution of F (^t,f,4x)

with the Amctions 3tyi) and Ц(^г) ~ *be rapidity distribu-

tions of ends of the string ("dresaed queries*) in the colliding

hadrons

F

An integration region in_eq.(15) is limited by the condition

-C u ^ U . + - E a ^ 4

 t where rriur^171!^. ( *•-<? o r i = K

function F , which, characterises the probability to

produce a hadron n. ^ith a rapidity Ц. in process of fission

of the string depends due to Lorena invariance only orx the rapi

dity differences 4«-$ » 4~%г аззА because of the short

ranga aature of corrslations does not depend on the correspond-

ing Taxiacle ДЦ for ДУ )S> i . Thus in the central region,

where ^ f - ^ ^ i and У~^х» 1 there is a flat rapidity

distribution, - F = Л , mriiere d хз а constant, which de-

pends oa the type of a hadron. К . I n the quark fragmentation

region, where 4t~$"" A ^ ^ ^i'^z^i *ле function f
n

depends only on the variable У«~*£ or on the variable
Z.-Q. ( Чтм~Ч% + tti-S£& ) - momentum fraction of the

quark, carried by the hadron h in the inf ini te momentum frame.
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At high energies S ?t 1СГ Ge'VT large differences of rapidities

of quarks la colliding hadrons Ч*~Ч%
 ar

* important. In this

ease function F , which satisfies the properties mentioned

above can be «ell approximated by the following expression

and

Taxations £f»^) ' oatisfj tt» sen rule

C * «i cm

which followB froa the energy-moaeatue conserration.

Subatitntlng expression (16) for ¥*<$<,%,$) into eq. (15)

we obtain the function *f in a factorised fora

«Mr» 4

Ji

The quantities X t are Xorenz invariants; 3C4 coincides

with X in a frame where the beam particle has an infinite

momentum, and X_ • 0 is this system» "Рот the opposite direction

*' Functions £|,C2) are connected to the usually used quark
fragmentation functions \(^ by the relation t
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of Infinite monBBttn free» ac_ = x and X
+
» 0. As s-».cs>

X» and X . coincide with X at x > 0 and X < 0 cozrea-

pondingly.

Ltt us not» that contrary to the ansatz used in refs.

[12,17] the representation (18), (19) for the contribution of а

single chain (corresponding to a single sheet in the dual uni-

tarlsation models) does not depend on the choice of a reference

frame end a valence "quark" (end of л string) in a beam particle

can have in the cm. system U, < 0 at fixed value of 5 .

this circumstance is essential for particles produced in a

central region of inclusive spectra and, as «ill be shown below,

it changes the character of the rise with energy of spectra at

She quantity a(x
t
)cfa:

t
 is the probability that a given

string has a fraction X
1
 of the anaentun of the initial badxon

and thus its integral ОУХ all X
f
 is equal to one

(20)

lor the one Poaeron Jet the two strings connected to a quark

and an antiquark (in aesons) and to a quark and a diquark (in

baryons) carry all the momentum ot the initial hadron. This is

aatlafied aatoBatieally if O<x<) = ^(f-x,) or £(*,)=<! (1-х,)

and «q.(20) is valid

t f
dx,

It can be shown that from eqs.(20),(2i) and the SUB role (17)

the energy-Boaentua conservation follows asyoptotieally.
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She investigation of the planar diagrams, carried oat pre-

viously [ю] , have shown that the functions <^f£) and G^(x)

can be determined at X -*• 0 and X -*- 1 and are expressed in

terms of the known from experiment intercepts of bosonic and

baryonic Begge trajectories, fox example, the 11 -"quark11 dia-

tribution in a proton has the following properties

<22)

where o^fo) * 0.5 is an intercept of the leading planar meson

Begge-trajectorles ( f , A4,U> , j ) and Ы
н
(0) % -0.5 ie on

intercept of the nucleon trajectory.

Sote that according to the results of ref« I10J algfo)—

-ZoU
0
)^-^), where 0(^^(0) is an intercept of the Regge

trajectory built from a diquark and an antidiquark.

For the U -"quark" fraeoentation function into Of aeson

& «he following Halting behaTiour is valid

CO-*) , *-*

where > с 2 е | * * 7 s 0.3 • 0.5 •

the functions dpfx) and £ M = ^(7) have the sane be-

haviour (22)« (23) for * , 2 -*- 0, however as ac# £ -• 1 they

decrease faster (have an extra power of (1- X ) or (1- 2 ) ).

She structure functions of the diquarks in proton J*.^
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are obtained by the eabatltation x -*• 4-sc In the cor-

responding quark structure functions 14 (x.) , d(x.) • Я » frag-

nentatlon functions of the diquarks can also be expressed in

tersaa of ths Begge-intercepts at Z -*-1. For example,

г*
аи

i , z^

let us note that the behaviour of the quark and diquark

fragnentation functions (23), (24) as 2 -*• 1 does not corres-

pond to the quark counting rules (functions G(Z) have a

slooer decrease as 2 —»>t). However, these rules, generally

speaking, are not valid for soft processes# For 2 ~-*~ 1 not

only the Born diagrama, considered in the QCD perturbation

theory for a derivation of the quark counting rules, but also

higher orders of perturbation theory are important. Summation

of these contributions leads usually to the Hegge-pole behaviour*

At the same time eqs.(22)-(24), which follow from an analysis

[io] of planar diagrams,
 (
lead to a correct triple-Regge азутр-

totics of inclusive spectra at x -*-1 (see below).

In a central region of inclusive 3pectra ( /x| < 0.1)

the functions F L C * + ) are determined mainly by the behaviour
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of the Junction* Q(X<) and £},(2) at X 1 ( 2 - * 0 , i . e . can

be calculated without further approxlaations.

la order to obtain a behaviour of inclusive spectra in the

«hole region of X w «il l consider a simple interpolation of

eqa. (22)-(24), assiming that for all -value* of x< and 2 the

function» Qfe) and G(2) have the foxs

«here p « i •*• Ыя(О)-ЛЫн(0) , and the no»alixation con-

dition (20) *!**•

Substituting this ezsreseione into eq.(19) «e obtain for

the integral

«hloh can be expressed in tens of a nypergeoeetric function T
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Inclusive spectre, of pione detexmlBed Ъу eqe.(18),(27) have a

usual triple-Segge form, am XL -*• 1

According to eq. (27) F(X«.) —^ 1 as ЭС*""*"

У, ('̂ ) ~ * 2 CLch , тЛеге CJch ia a number of charged par-

t ic les per unit rapidity. Using the known properties of the

hypergeometric function under argument transformation from

1- X to X we obtain the expression convenient to an investi-

gation of spectra at "X. ~ч- О

V

In the region X « 1 we have for F(x+)

л vTx.. ~ ~ ± -
where ^ = Ог—^Г j X« ~ 3 ^

Thus In the central region the spectrum of charged part ic les for

a single Pomeron Jet has a simple form

This result, derived e a r l i e r by one of the authors [19] under
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the eeaumption of flat rapidity distribution of hadrons for a

decay of a qq-string, does sot depend practically on the parti-

cular choice of the function* cj f x«) and G (2) at x 2 ~ 1

and la determined only by the behaviour of the function

4
) ~ X,

 R
 at X, -P- о. Зим fora of the functions <$(*,;,

for not too small values of arguments determines only

the value of the quantity X
o
 .

In important property of expression (31) la a preasyaptotic

rise of the density of charged particles in a central region

-ге • e ) «го* 0- ̂ )
 (32)

Such A behaviour of inclusive spectra agrees «lth the re-

sults based on the Kancheli-Mueller [26] reggeon diagrams, -

tha f irst term In eq.(32) corresponds to ТВ term and the second

one - to PR tera* She quark-gluon aodel allowe one to fix a sign

and a value of the HP-contribution.

A physical reason for the negative contribution of the BP-

Xmx» has been discussed (in the framework of the oultlperlpheral

approach) in ref• (27] » Леге i t has been shown that i t i s

necessary for this that the density of hadrons In the "cutted"

fooeron should be hi^ber than for secondary raggeons* Szaotly

this happens l a tha quartc-gluon aodel, «bar* the planar dl*-

arasw oorrespondlng to secondary reggepna have a density CUk *

and tha Tm—ran has a density 2<l^ .

I t км beea f irst pointed eat by Capella et al, t i 2 l that
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movement of valence quark* la colliding hadrons (with

a(x,) ~ Ж, at X
%
 -*• 0) leade to a preesyaptotic rise of

spectra In the central region. However, as It « и mentioned

above, these authors use for inolueive spoetra of single Pome»

ron jet the expressions, which differ from eqs.(18),(19) and do

not nake into account In (15) regions U
4
 < 0 (and Ч

г
> О). As

a result the behaviour *^(f ,
0
) ^ (i~ ф~ ) has been obtained

in ref. [12I . It tends to the asymptotic Halt each faster

than in eq.(32) and does not correspond to the zeggeon diagrass.

Hadrona produced in process of the diffraction dissociation

give a small contribution (~-10%) to j~ due to enallnsss of

(E) in eq.(5). for X-+~ Q they have a spectrum pro»
r* 1 Ь.

portiosal to у U(x,)0Xf ~ ЭС+ end for X -» 1 have the сове

triple-Regge asys^totles as the function » f3t+) . S o the

distribution of the diffract!vely produced hadrons %(^x),*blcb

has these properties, can be written in the foia

^ ^ ) ^ ) (33)

Factor 3 la eq.O3) takes into account a number of quarks In a

proton and i t i s also taken Into account that the cross section

of the diffraction dissociation for one of the eollinc protons

Is equal to J£~ •

Let us find а ввел number of charged particles in a single

Pomeron jet* It Is determined by an Integral (7) of the function

y«<f.y)s23*Ftei.>FGi) • At large energies S » m * the
central region of the speotrum, «here ^ ( f < ^ has a simple

foxn Oi)» gives the main contribution to the Integral (7),

i .e.
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up to terms of order of unity, which are due to the difference

between the function Ji(tf«,{/) &°3 i* s approximation by eq.

(31)» These extra terms ANA—Np for the case of pp(pp)

interaction where NF — 2 are connscted mainly to fragmenta-

tion of leading baryonic states. Thua the total multiplicity of

hadrom for a single Pomeron jet i s A/p =• Nt (y,) + Nf .

Eq.(34) leads to a peculiar dependence of the mean multi-

pl icity on energy: for Ut~ (лг^Шг ~^ 4 tbe quantity

N, («,) increases as logarithm of energy Nt tyt) -

where f = 6 t ^ = 2 ^ , and at ^ < 1 tf,ty§

i . e . */<if increases with a rise of f , tending asymptotical-

ly to 2 Qch • This property of Nf and an account of the in-

creasing with energy number П of Pomeron jets (according to

eq.(6) ) leads to a faster than in the multiperlpheral model

rise of the mean multiplicity V of produced particles which

i s in an agreement with experimental data (see below). Let us

$> /д )note that at super-high energies ["Ш! (

because б' as well as б" ~ Ц end a central plateau

rises as \^
o
) at such energies.

In conclusion of this section we give the formulaefor in-

clusive spectra of X mesons in pp and pp-Interactions, which

take into account the differences of structure functions and

fragmentation functions of different -^rka (diquarks). They
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have the simplest form for the first version c.f the energy

distribution among the quark chains. For pp interaction

{ 3 5 )

where I =»

(36)

%§н^4Ф
х
'

X.

The functions ЦДЭС,) , ^t(
x
t) , «jpJ in eqa. (36) are deter-

mined by eq.(25) • The rest of the functions, in accord with

the discussion above, are chosen in the form

' It should be taken into account that for a finite energy the
lower limit in the integral over X

t
 , which determinea_ the

normalization factor C
o
 , ia not zero but **"*» ̂ L= !Jh-

 c

This leads to corrections ~ ff% , which have been taken into

account in the calculations* We also take into account a
small variation of m

t
 with energy (in expressions for X* )

observed experimentally.
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(1-2) (37)

The function Jo ^x,*) i s detexnined by eq.(33) with a sub-

stitution F-* Po

The quantity X*o in general i s not equal to ( Ц , but de-

pend on the parameter ft , which determines the behaviour of

the structure functions as x - ^ 1

In a aysnetric ease ( Л -meson) &~i =- ̂  and Xft

Por a nueleon (antinueleon) ^ — 2.5 and X№ = ^ ^ x . One

can show, using eq. (17), that eq. (35) with the quantities X n ,

detexalned according to eq.(38) leads asymptotically to energy-

moaantum eoneerrr.tion for a l l ralues of ft •

Рог рр interaction the distributions f$nfx,*) are con-

structed analogously ( X > 0 i s the p-fragmentation region)
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(39)

The distribution functions of the antiquarks in the anti-

proton and their fragmentation functions into Л" -mesons, can

be obtained from eqs*O6)c (37) using charge conjugation.

The contributions of the planar diagrams (fig.2) and the

diagrams of the annihilation type (breaking of three q-q

strings), which decrease with energy as Vff , should be

taken into account in pp-interactions at energies £L £ 10 GeV.

The distributions т„ I х,*) for arbitrary hadron pro-

cesses can be constructed in a similar manner.

a) The total interaction cross section

\

the alope of the

In the fraaework of our model the total interaction cross

section (4) Vau(f) and the slope of the diffraction cose

&<ob̂ ) ^^ Proportional to ^ at superhigh energies, when

^Д » 1, i .e . they have a Froissart type behaviour. At the

experimentally accessible energies { ? Д ^ 1) the function

in eq. (4) varies very weakly and 6~ (f) ~* 6^($) , i .e .

the total cross section increases as 6 • She secondary Hegge-

poles ( U), ^ , . . . ) give a substantial contribution at not too

high energies £4 :£ 103 GeV. Snezsy dependence of the total
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pp end pp interaction cross sections, calculated with the para-

meters of the Pozneron (2) end of the secondary Regge poles,

found in refs. f i8,2i] , i s shown in fig.7. The preliminary
tot

—.(tot;
result of the measunaent of the О кп at the SPS-collider

[28] i s also shown in this figure* It should be taken into

account that the quantity Д i s determined from the descrip-

tion i f the data at Ê , < 2*1(r GeV with a rather large error

Д = 0*07 - 0*03* In increase of the Д by 0.01 increases

the theoretical value for the 6"KQ at VT* • 540 GeV ap-

prorLmately by 2 mb. ЗЗшв an accurate measurement of the О

at this energy will enable us to fix the quantity A •

Energy dependence of the slope of the diffraction cone for

«las ic pp-scattering and the preliminary result of the measure-

ment of the pp-elastic scattering slope at the SPS-collider

(for itj ^ 0.1 GeV2) [28] are shown in fig,8. Let us note

that at such high energies characteristics of pp and pp-intere-

actions practically coincide. So here and in the following we

will often compare the data on the pp-interaction at the col l i-

der energy with the data on pp-interaction at lower energies. It

follows from fig.8 that the model with 0(^(0)=: o. 25 GeY""2 gives

a good description of the experimentally observed rise of the

slope №>(.%) • More accurate measurements of & at the SPS-col-

lider would allow to reduce strongly the uncertainty in the

value of oCp(O) , which i s rather large now, -

4 = (0.25 !

b) ;jhe multiplicity distributions and the mean multiplicity

Using the equations derived in the previous sections of

the paper and the parameters of the Pomeron (3) found from the
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analysis of the data on the elastic pp and pp-scattering and
the total interaction cross sections О pp(5p) » i t is pos-

sible to calculate all the main characteristics of multiple pro-

duction of hadrons at high energies. The model has only one new

free parameter - CLch, * w n i ° Q determines the density of charged

particles in the central region for a single q-q-string. 34iis

parameter can be determined independently from data on the

spectra of hadrons in the e+e"*-annlholation and deep inelastic

scattering of leptons at not too high <w^ 100 GelP (when the

processes of hard gluon cascading are not very important). The

parameter &c(l i s also strongly limited by the inclusive sum

rule (17)* Using the data on the mean multiplicity of charged

particles in ;pp-interaction we have found that Q ĵ, =» 1

( CLfL* 1.00 £ 0«05 for version 1) and Q(j,«» °»95 - 0.05 for

version 2) ) . This value agrees with the density of hadrons in

the central region for hard processes and the Inclusive sum

rule (17). bet us note that the results for the mean multipli-

city of hadrons, the multiplicity and rapidity distributions for

two versions of the model are rather close to each other* So,

usually «re will give the results of the calculations for one

version of the model, and we will compare the curves for both

versions only for those cases, when i t i s necessary to draw at-

tention to a difference between the results of these versions.

Energy dependence of the mean multiplicity of charged par-

t ic les in pp-interaction Is shown in f ig.9 and the charged

multiplicity distributions at different energies, including the

energy of the SPS-collider i s shown in fig.10. The full curve

in f ig . 9 corresponds to the mean multiplicity /Vcj, for a l l in-

elastic events, and the dash-dotted curve - to the multiplicity
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of events without single diffraction dissociation (it should be

compared to the point at >fs* * 540 Ge7, measured by the UA5

group [29I , which has not detected the single diffraction dis-

sociation). Note, that the theoretical curve in fig.10 at

<ЯГ= 540 GeY also does not contain single DD contribution (but

takes into account a snail double DD contribution). The curves

are shown for the version 2). The dashed curve in fig.9 indi-

cates the prediction of ref. [25] calculated in the model of

the supercritical Pomeron ( otp(O) > 1), which, however, has

not taken into account the fluctuations of the ends of the Po-

me ron chains discussed above. At D ^ < 10
3
 GeV this curve

practically coincides with the one, calculated in this paper

and describes well the experimental data, but at higher energies

it leads to a slower increase of the multiplicity and, what is

the most important,in such a model the density of particles

_in 2ц
 i n

 the central region of inclusive spectra practically

does not depend on energy at the existing energies, while the

experiment Indicates to a substantial rise of ^~
in
 &&• \ц~

0

Both versions of the calculation are compared in fig.11 to

the multiplicity distribution of charged particles, obtained

recently by the UA5 group { 3l on much higher statistics than

the first results of this group f29] • It follows fros this

figure that the both versions give vexy close results for near-

ly all values of N^ except of the region of very large Nch

( Afch > 2^сь *̂ «here the version 1) gives a better descrip-

tion *^ cf the experimental data. It should be however taken

** 35*e parameter ic«, = tfe has been used in the version 2).

A better description of the experiment oan be obtained

slightly iiici<easing the value of X, .



into account that the multiplicity distribution in the region

of very large N^ depends on the details of the model.

Let us discuss the question on validity of the KNO scaling»

In the frame of the considered theoretical scheme the KNO-scal-

ing is valid only approximately at the available energy region

and should be violated as energy increases. This is due to the

fact that the Poisson type distributions for contributions of

jet with different П. , which are strongly overlapping at exist-

ing energies, should be separated at much higher energies

>J"s* i 10' GeV leading to succession of "я^д^ and minima in

the multiplicity distributions, which have been first predicted

by Abramovsky and Kancheli Г 3^1 • At the energies / T ~ 1 0
3
 GeV

only the diffraetive component ( ft • 0) is separated and the

maximum, corresponding to the term «1th rt • 1 becomes more

pronounced. This leads to a change in the form of the quantity

V(Z,J») = N' */$* as a function of the variable Z=%

(see fig.12). The new data of the UA5 group clearly indicate to

such a behaviour. Let us note that the violation of the KSO

scaling in this model is most pronounced for the multiplicity

distribution in the whole rapidity interval. Using eqs.(i3),

(10),(31) it is possible to calculate the multiplicity distribu-

tions for a given rapidity interval Ди. (such measurements

have been performed by the UA1 group С331 )• Deviations from

the KHO-scaling decrease as an interval of rapidity Аи de-

сгеазев, because the overlap of the multiplicity distributions

with different П increases. Рог example, for the pseudorapidity

interval t^| < 1.5 the difference between functions У(i,^)

for n|T - 53 GeV and >fT - 540 GeV is rather small in the whole

measured region 2 6 > (fig.12b). This circumstance, probably,
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allows one to understand why the data of the UA1 group f 4^ f

contrary to the data of the UA5 group [ 3l , do not indicate to

the violation of the KllO-scaling and to explain the difference

in conclusion» dra?m by both groups. The model predicts a vari-

ation ox the fom of the function 4\2) with rapidity interval

Atf which is in accord with the experimental results of the

UA5 arid UA1 groups and is shown in fig.13.

It should be pointed out thrt the "enhanced" diagrams

which have not been taken into account in the considei'ed here

niuple model, lead to fi l l ing in the minima in the multiplicity

dinti'ibutlons at superhigh energies and decrease the effects of

the KSfC-iioaliny violation. Thus the comparison with experiment

in fig;. 12 pofjsibly indicates that the contribution of the en-

hanced diacrams ia small evon at the SFS-collider energy.

c) Inclusive spectra in the central region

One of the most important properties of the multiple hadro-

rdc production at high energies is the rise with energy of the

inclusive spectra in the central region, This rise has been ob-

served in pp-interaction3 already at energies E, ~ 10 +10^ GeV

the c:cperimunt!5 at the SPS-collider f 29,331 have demonstrat-

od that i t continues up to vci-y high energies E^ "~ 2*10 GeV.

Hot о:г!у the inclusive crooj socticn ffi

but ulr.o density of the produced pm-ticlen -J^ 4S^ increase

у.'1!Л PT:<-rrj - fie» 14a) ,h). The Гоrm of the spectra al'Jo dcpoiids

•J;: ..v.jov-ry« In foe г.юсЬ-1 tucG-o "ffaclis aro connected f irst ly v.lth

<::..; rjro -• Г iiic particle density Гог в single Poraeron jot (see

oq,O?) ) яг.-i socon-'iiy with «л inert-n"-:! v.lth eiiorgy of the mean

j'-i.v-jv :.? the F..-'-rcij> je is . TI--̂  laat etfect baAs to ° pjv«r
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low increase of the inclusive cross sections at s-»-oo

4£^~ ( т" ) -At existing energies this 1еа<3з to an effec-

tive "narrowing" of the rapidity distributions compared to a

purely kinematic broadening of the central plateau. The compa-

rison of the theoretical predictions with experiment in fig»14

shows that the model describes experiraental distributions on

pseudorapidity '? = - tb-tyz o f charged particles in pp-

interactions at Я 3 53 GeV Г31] and fT = 540 GeV f 2?1 and

/du for charged pions in pp-interactions at pLay = 205 Gs'//c

[31*1 • It should be teken into account that in our model the

difference between spectra for pp and pp-interactions decreases

with energy as /\jЛ- and is very small (**-1/j) already at

5 ~ 103 GeV2. A small difference between ty and ^/dq_ *^

(it leads to s minimum in j^r as /*£j -r- 0) and the fact that

the single diffraction dissociation hae not been detected in

the experiments at J~T« 540 GeV [29,33] have been taken into

account in the theoretical calculation.

In has been pointed out above that the nean number of the

Рошегоп jets П increases (practically linearly) with the multi-

plicity ot charged particles Л/j, . This leeds to a correspond-

ing increase of the particle density at rj_ ^ 0 and to a decrease

of the width of the pseudorapidity distribution. These theoreti-

cal predictions, corresponding to eq.(12) are in a good agree-

ment with the data of the SPS-collider 1.291 - fig. 15.

I t hae been assumed in the calculation that the ratio
г=4нр/Я? does not depend on energy and the experimental
data of PHAL 131) for X have been used. Small corrections
connected with increase of p t with energy and variation, of
particle composition can lead to deviations =6- 5& from the
values shown in fig. 14a) for |r^| < 2.
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at Spectra in the., fragmentation region

Let us discuss the validity of the Peynman scaling in the

fragmentation region ( X > 0.1 «.0.2). It is well known that

Peynman scaling is approximately valid (with an accuracy~1056)

for spectra of pions up to the highest ISR energies. The SPS-

collider in the fragmentation region are lacking as yet and the

cosmic-ray measurements give indication to an essential scaling

violation in the fragmentation region [ 34] • Theoretical carves

=s —TZ, \E7P0 ** P± as a function of the

variable X are shown in fig*16. It follows from this figure

that there is a strong scaling violation in the region of small

X < 0.1, however, in the whole fragmentation region JC > 0.1

scaling is violated very weakly, i.e. the quantity £ at fixed

X slowly decreases as energy increases and the inclusive croaa

sections Egjp slowly increase* This is related to the feet

that due to energy distribution among jets the contribution of

the functions У
а
 for a fixed value of X ̂  0.1 in the sum (5)

is different from zero only for the first several terms

П » o,1»2,3,... But for small values of IX the functions ^f^^x)

practically do not depend on energy for X ̂  0.1 and J£1O^G«V.

Thus the dependence of the inclusive cross section on 5 is

determined only by the energy dependence of the cross sections

6"n(s) , which for 2 » 1 (and small values of ft. ) have

according to eq.(1) very simple form

J ff (40)

As the cross section О rises with energy faster than 61(3)
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( S" ' 'v ^ as § -*• ° ° ) , then the quantity J in the frag-

• mentation region slowly decreases as 5 increases ( j ~ 4" for

X m const and | - * ° ° ) . Numerically a variation of the func-

tion j - depends on the values of the parameters c<p and A ;

for the parameters given by eq. (2) the quantity 4- for X.^, 0.3

decreases approximately by ;£10£ as \/T increases from 30 GeV

to 540 GeV. Hote that an account of the diffractive production

of hadronic s tates with large masses (enhanced diegrams) can

lead to a small increase of the parameter С with energy, thus

changing the energy dependence of the cross sections 6"a . Howe-

ver in any case the quantity •£ for production of mesons in the

given model decreases not more than by a factor 1.5 as energy

changes from the XSR to the S?S~collider. This result does not

depend on the form of the functions ^ .

In conclusion the model which takes into account the quark-

gluon structure of the Pomeron gives a quantitative description

of a wide range of phenomena in the processes of the multiple

production of hadrons at high energies.

Authors are indebted to O.V.Piskunova, M.I.Pclikarpov,

and A.V.Zhelonkin for the i r help in numerical calculations and

a number of discussions.
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Fig. 5 Production of a single Pomeron jet with several extra
rescatterings.

Fig. 6 Examples of "enhanced" diagrams.
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Ю Сощагхзоп with exporimont of tho theoretical predic-

tions for multiplicity distributions in pp and pp-inier-

actior.s t29,3i] (the absolute valusa of the cross яее-
6«v
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p - . fi^kci4! C by 6*/rt ) . The theoretical curv-г for

-(3 ~ 540 Gctf аз WHII аз the experimental data, does

no I contaLu uh« ccntji*ibution of the single DD (for

с ":"'or ffiicrsioo this contribution i s included}.
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dict ion for 10- 5 V .
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group /33/« Normali«6ilon of ^f (2) in this figure ie twice smaller than in

fig. 12, because all raluea of jV<vi. (
n o t o n l

T
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 flg»i2) are measured

experimentally.
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Fig* 14 Comparison of the calculations with, experiment

33] for the pseudorapidity distributions ^Щ.
 o i

charged particles - a). Energy dependence of the densi-

ty of charged particles in the central region g* -4^7 -

b). The full curve in fig.14b) with sungle diffraction

dissociation, the dashed-dotted nas ~ without single DD

(it should be coaц)ared «ith the point at /$"« 540 GeV
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